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ABSTRACT: Ionic liquids have the potential to be used for
extracting valuable chemicals from raw materials. These processes
often involve water, and after extraction, the water or other
chemicals must be removed from the ionic liquid, so it can be
reused. To help in designing such processes, we present data on
the vapor−liquid equilibrium of the system containing protic ionic
liquid 7-methyl-1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-enium acetate,
water, acetic acid, and 7-methyl-1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-
ene. Earlier studies have only focused on mixtures of water and an
ionic liquid with a stoichiometric ratio of the ions. Here, we also
investigated mixtures containing an excess of the acid or base
component because in real systems with protic ionic liquids, the
amount of acid and base in the mixture can vary. We modeled the
data using both the ePC-SAFT and NRTL models, and we compared the performance of different modeling strategies. We also
experimentally determined the vapor composition for a few of the samples, but none of the modeling strategies tested could
accurately predict the concentration of the acid and base components in the vapor phase.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ionic liquids (ILs) are promising solvents for solid−liquid and
liquid−liquid extraction.1−4 For example, it has been found
that 7-methyl-1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-enium acetate
(mTBD acetate) can dissolve cellulose, and the Ioncell process
uses this property to produce textile fibers from biomass.2,5
Often these separation processes result in a solution of the IL
and water (or another solvent), and the water must be
removed before the IL can be recycled for subsequent
extractions. Data on the vapor−liquid equilibrium (VLE) of
such systems are necessary for modeling the evaporation
processes commonly used to remove water.
Because of the importance of VLE data, many researchers
have already made such measurements. NIST’s database for
ionic liquids (ILThermo)6 currently contains more than 100
data sets for VLE measurements involving ILs and water, and
there are more data that ILThermo has not captured.7
However, most of this data is for aprotic ILs. In recent years,
there has been increasing interest in protic ILs, which are often
cheaper and easier to synthesize.8 Protic ILs are formed via a
proton transfer reaction between an acid and a base, and
because of the equilibrium between the IL and the reactants,
the composition of the IL can change during separation
processes. To our knowledge, there have been no publications
investigating how the vapor pressure of aqueous IL solutions
changes when the ratio between acid and base components
varies. One article by Ribeiro et al.9 reports vapor pressures
over a narrow range of compositions with an excess of acid, but
it does so only for systems containing the acid and the base, no
water.
In real processes, the ratio of the acid and base components
often deviates from 1:1, especially because many protic ILs
exhibit a reactive azeotrope (or possibly formation of a
complex) at compositions other than an equimolar ratio.9−12
An excess of one component may also be desirous if it results
in improved properties for a particular use. For instance,
Wijaya et al.13 varied the ratio of acid to base to modify the
acidity/basicity of their solutions, and Mazaheripour et al.14
showed that they could tailor the Seebeck coefficient of films
by adjusting the ratio of acid to base in the ionic liquid
additive. For these reasons, one of our aims was to investigate
how VLE behavior changes as the acid to base ratio deviates
from 1:1.
Many of the common thermodynamic models have been
used for modeling the VLE of ionic liquid systems, including
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the NRTL, Wilson, UNIQUAC, eNRTL, UNIFAC, COSMO-
RS, ePC-SAFT, and SAFT models.15−23 Often, the ionic liquid
is simply modeled as a molecular species. However, some
researchers have used more complicated electrolyte models
such as eNRTL and ePC-SAFT.24−27 We did not find any
examples in the literature in which researchers modeled the
VLE in a way that allowed the ratio between acid and base to
change, and this was a second aim of our study. Models that
work for varying compositions of acid and base are important
for real industrial processes.
2. METHODS
2.1. Preparation of Chemicals. Information about the
chemicals used in this study is summarized in Table 1. Water
was purified on site with a Millipore Elix 20 purification
system. The 7-methyl-1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]dec-5-ene
(mTBD) used for most of the experiments was synthesized
and purified at the University of Helsinki. A second sample of
mTBD was obtained from BOC Sciences (Shirley, NY, USA),
and this was purified via vacuum distillation. The first sample
was used for most of the experiments. The first sample of
acetic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. It was dried
using 3 Å molecular sieves. The acetic acid had a brownish tint
after drying, so it was then distilled to get pure acetic acid. The
second sample of acetic acid was purchased from Merck, and
no additional purification was performed.
The water from the Millipore Elix 20 had a resistance of 18.2
MΩ cm at 298 K, which corresponds to a concentration of
ionic compounds that is less than 1 μg/L. The water contents
of the mTBD and acetic acid were measured using a DL38
Karl Fischer Titrator (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH, USA).
The purity of the acetic acid was assessed using a gas
chromatograph with a flame ionization detector. Because water
does not give a signal with this detector, the water content
from Karl Fischer titration was taken into account when
calculating the purity. The purity of the mTBD was
determined using a capillary electrophoresis method described
in our earlier article.28
All VLE measurements where water was present were made
with the first sample from the University of Helsinki. The
second sample was used for mixtures that contained only acetic
acid and mTBD.
2.2. Composition Analysis. Most of the samples were
prepared gravimetrically, and therefore, the composition was
known. For a few of the samples, the compositions were also
measured using capillary electrophoresis. A description of this
method for measuring mTBD concentrations was given in our
earlier article.28
The concentration of the acetate was determined using a
modified capillary zone electrophoresis method published
elsewhere.29 In short, the background electrolyte (BGE) was a
buffer solution containing 20 mM 2,3-pyridinecarboxylic acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) and 0.3 mM myristyl-
trimethylammonium hydroxide (100 mM concentrate, Waters,
Milford, USA) in 10:90 (v/v) MeOH/H2O. The pH of the
solution was adjusted to 9 using 25% (v/v) ammonia. The
buffer was filtered through a 0.45 μm PVDF filter (Aireka
Cells, Wan Chai, Hong Kong) before use.
The capillary electrophoresis device used in the study was a
Hewlett Packard 3D CE model G1600GX. The silica capillary
length and the distance to the detector were 38.5 and 30 cm,
respectively. The capillary was preconditioned before each run
by flushing at 940 mbar for 1 min with 0.1 M NaOH, 1 min
with ultrapure water, and 3 min with BGE, and finally a voltage
of +20 kV was applied for 20 s. The sample was injected
hydrodynamically at 45 mbar for 10 s. The separation was
performed using a voltage of −10 kV, and the detection was
done using a diode-array UV−vis detector at 254 nm.
For acetate quantification, nine acetic acid (Fluka/Sigma-
Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) solutions with concentrations
between 0.0025 and 0.2 mg/mL were analyzed. In these
calibration solutions and in the IL samples under investigation,
propionic acid (Acros Organics/Thermo Fischer Scientific,
Geel, Belgium) with a 0.05 mg/mL concentration was used as
an internal standard. The correlation coefficient of the
calibration curve was 0.9997.
2.3. Static Total Pressure Apparatus. Most of the VLE
measurements were performed using a static total pressure
apparatus, and this apparatus was also used for some of our
earlier VLE measurements.7 Each cell consisted of a metal
cylinder at the bottom that held the sample, a pressure sensor
at the top, and valves and fittings in between. A valve separated
the lower part of the cell, which contained the sample, from the
upper part, where the pressure sensor was located. A more
complete description of the apparatus, including schematics of
the cell, was given by Ostonen et al.7 The volume of each cell
can be found on the Open Science Framework project
accompanying this article (https://osf.io/cbe3j/) or in
Supporting Information. TERPS 8000 pressure sensors were
used (GE, Boston, MA, USA), and the expanded uncertainty of
these pressure sensors, as stated by the manufacturer, was
between 1.4 and 3.5 mbar (depending on the range of the
sensor). Temperatures were measured using an F200 temper-
Table 1. Information About the Chemicals Used in This Work














0.013 99.9 wt % GCa












vacuum distillation 0.01 98.3 ± 1.7 wt % CE
aGas chromatography. bCapillary electrophoresis.
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ature meter (Tempcontrol, Nootdorp, Netherlands), which
had been calibrated at the Finnish National Metrology
Institute (Espoo, Finland). The expanded uncertainty of the
temperature probe was 0.03 K (k = 2), as determined from the
results of the calibration.
The mixtures were made directly in the lower part of each
cell. The masses of the components added were measured
using a Precisa 410AM-FR balance (Dietikon, Switzerland),
which had a repeatability of 0.00085 g. The uncertainties for
the compositions were calculated based on this repeatability,
and these uncertainties are given in the data file (see https://
osf.io/cbe3j/ or Supporting Information). On average, the
expanded uncertainty (95% level) of the composition was 0.04
mol %. In total, about 10 g of the sample was added to each
cell. The mTBD and acetic acid react when mixed, the released
heat can cause water to evaporate. To avoid this, the cells were
cooled in an ice bath and the acetic acid was added slowly.
Additionally, the valve opening was covered to prevent any
vapor from escaping.
After mixing, the samples were degassed. Liquid samples
were degassed for at least 20 min in an ultrasonic bath. Some
of the samples were solid at room temperature. To degas these
samples, the air in the cell was first removed using a vacuum
pump. Then, the cell was closed and placed in a bath at 358 K
to melt the sample. The sample was then cooled and
reconnected with the vacuum pump to remove any air that
had been released. The solid samples were melted three times
in this manner. Each cell was remeasured to determine how
much of the sample was lost during degassing. The average
weight loss of the aqueous mixtures was 1.5%. It was assumed
that water was the only compound that evaporated, and
measurements with the circulation still showed this to be a
valid assumption. The compositions were slightly adjusted to
account for this loss during degassing. For the mixtures
without water, the degassing time was increased, leading to a
larger mass loss. For these samples, the composition was
measured at the end of the experiment by measuring the
refractive index of the sample (see Section 2.4).
After degassing, the lower part of each cell was connected to
its upper part. Then, the upper part was evacuated using a
vacuum pump. The valve separating the lower and upper parts
was kept closed to allow the upper part to be checked for leaks.
After leak testing, the cells were placed in a rack in an oven and
the valve separating the lower and upper parts was opened. An
RTD thermometer was placed in the middle of the rack
between the 4 cells. The rack was continuously rocked to keep
the samples in the cells well mixed. Once all 4 cells were in
place, the oven was heated to the desired temperatures. Values
were recorded once the pressure and temperature readings had
stabilized, which took about 1 to 2 h. Measurements were
made between 303 and 353 K.
mTBD can hydrolyze; so to check that hydrolysis did not
affect the results, a repeat measurement was performed at the
end of the run at the same temperature as the first point. This
also verified that no significant leak had occurred during the
run. No deviation was noticed between these repeat measure-
ments, so any possible hydrolysis can be neglected for these
experimental conditions. For four of the mixtures, we also
reanalyzed the contents of the cell after the measurement was
complete. No hydrolysis products were detected in any of
these four samples.
To check the uncertainty of the apparatus, the vapor
pressure of water was measured. The results were compared to
reference values for water from the IAPWS95 equation of
state.30 Based on these results, the standard uncertainty of the
apparatus was calculated to be 2.3 mbar (expanded uncertainty
of 5.6 mbar at the 95% level). The average relative deviation of
the measured values was 1.4%.
2.4. Circulation Still Experiment. To investigate the
extent to which ionic liquid components transfer to the vapor
phase, a set of experiments was conducted in a circulation still.
The circulation still was built by the glass workshop at Aalto
University, based on the design presented by Yerazunis et al.,31
with some modifications. The heart of the device is the
equilibrium chamber, which is where VLE is achieved.
Following the equilibrium chamber, the vapor and liquid
phases are separated, and the vapor phase is condensed. There
are two small chambers where the vapor and liquid phases are
collected, which allows samples of both phases to be taken.
From these collection chambers, the fluids then flow back to a
reboiler where the mixture is vaporized and flows back to the
equilibrium chamber. More details about the circulation still
can be found in our earlier articles.32,33
The temperature in the equilibrium chamber was measured
using a Pt-100 resistance thermometer that was connected to
an F200 temperature meter (Tempcontrol, Nootdorp, Nether-
lands). The expanded uncertainty of the temperature measure-
ment was estimated to be 0.12 K, when taking into account
temperature fluctuations during the experiment. The pressure
in the still was measured using a Druck PMP 4070 pressure
transducer (Baker Hughes, Houston, TX, USA), which was
calibrated with a Beamex MC2-PE pressure calibrator
(Pietarsaari, Finland). Based on this calibration, the standard
uncertainty of the pressure sensor was calculated to be 0.33
mbar (expanded uncertainty of 0.76 mbar at the 95% level).
The apparatus was tested by measuring the vapor pressure of
purified water. This data can be found in the data file (see
https://osf.io/cbe3j/ or Supporting Information). The exper-
imental values were compared to reference values from the
IAPWS95 equation of state.30 The results showed good
agreement with the reference values, with a maximum
deviation of only 0.37 kPa. Based on these experimental
results, the standard uncertainty of the setup was calculated to
be 0.18 kPa (expanded uncertainty of 0.38 kPa at the 95%
level).
One advantage of the circulation still is that it allows the
vapor and liquid phases to be sampled and analyzed. For the
aqueous solutions, the concentration of mTBD in these
samples was analyzed using the same capillary electrophoresis
method described in our earlier article,28 and the concentration
of acetic acid was determined using the capillary electro-
phoresis method described in Section 2.2. The water content
of the samples was calculated by difference using the results for
mTBD and acetic acid. To check these values, the water
content was also measured using gas chromatography with a
thermal conductivity detector. The gas chromatograph was
calibrated using gravimetrically prepared samples. These
measured concentrations matched with those calculated from
the capillary electrophoresis data to within the uncertainty of
the gas chromatographic method. However, because the
uncertainty of the values calculated by difference from the
capillary electrophoresis data was smaller, these values are
reported.
Measurements were also made with only acetic acid and
mTBD in the still. The data for these measurements showed a
larger positive deviation from the literature value of the vapor
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pressure of pure acetic acid. Although no water was added for
these measurements, it is still likely that a small amount of
water was present as a light impurity. As a result, the expanded
uncertainty for these measurements is estimated to be larger,
about 2 kPa.
For these measurements, the composition was determined
by measuring the refractive index of the samples taken from
the device. A calibration curve for converting between
refractive index and mTBD concentration was created using
mixtures of mTBD and acetic acid that had been prepared
gravimetrically. This data are given in Table 2, and the
calibration curve was a second order polynomial fit to the data.
Based on the calibration, the standard uncertainty of the mole
fraction was estimated to be 0.0015 (expanded uncertainty of
0.0035 at the 95% level).
3. MODELING
3.1. Modeling Using ePC-SAFT. ePC-SAFT was one of
the two models used for modeling the VLE behavior of the
mTBD acetate + water system. The ePC-SAFT model adds an
electrolyte term to the PC-SAFT equation of state and was
originally proposed by Cameretti et al.34,35 Later, Held et al.18
published an improved version of the ePC-SAFT model in
which dispersion interactions between anions and cations are
included, and we used this version of ePC-SAFT. Because
acetic acid and water are associating compounds, we also
included the PC-SAFT term for association interactions.36−40
Our code implementing ePC-SAFT can be found on GitHub
(https://github.com/zmeri/PC-SAFT).
One parameter in the electrolyte term of ePC-SAFT is the
dielectric constant of the solution. For aqueous electrolyte
systems, the dielectric constant is usually kept equal to that of
water and the effect of dissolved ions is not considered.34 We
have used this approach for systems based on literature data
(those for which mTBDH+ is not present), but for mixtures
containing the ionic liquid, the dielectric constant was
calculated as the weighted average of the dielectric constant
of each component. Weights were based on the mole fraction
of each component. The dielectric constant of water was
modeled by fitting polynomial equations to data reported from
Archer and Wang.41 One equation was used at temperatures
up to 368.15 K (eq 1), and above that temperature, the second
polynomial was used (eq 2). This allowed the dielectric
constant to be calculated at temperatures above the boiling
point of water.
ϵ = · · − ·
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In eqs 1 and 2, T is the temperature (K). The dielectric
constant for acetic acid (value of 6.15) was obtained from the
DIPPR database.42 No data could be found on the dielectric
constants of mTBD or mTBD acetate. For mTBD, a value of
2.5 was used because this is the value for 1-methyltetralin,
which also has two rings and a methyl group.42 Also, for
mTBD acetate, a value of 25 was used based on data for other
protic ionic liquids reported by Weingar̈tner.43
We included five components in the model for the aqueous
mTBD acetate system: water, acetic acid, mTBD, the ions
mTBDH+, and acetate. In reality, mTBD also reacts with
water, so the hydroxide ion is also present; however, including
the hydroxide ion in the model gave poor results. This is likely
because including it gave the model too many parameters, and
in areas between experimental data points, large jumps in
calculated properties were observed (see discussion in Section
4.3). The reaction between mTBD and acetic acid was






















In eq 3, K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction, K0 is
the equilibrium constant at the reference temperature T0 (we
used 298 K), ΔHrxn is the enthalpy of the reaction at the
reference temperature (J mol−1), R is the ideal gas constant (J
mol−1 K−1), and T is the temperature (K). We did not have
experimental data on the equilibrium of the ionic liquid
reaction, so we chose the enthalpy of reaction to be −70,000 J
mol−1 based on the value for 1,5-diazabicyclo(4.3.0)non-5-
enium acetate, which is structurally similar to mTBD.46,47 We
set K0 to be 10,000 because mTBD is a strong base, and we
expect it to react almost completely with acetic acid.48
We also accounted for association interactions between
water and the hydroxide and acetate ions.49 Association
interactions between ions have also been shown to be
important for protic ionic liquids.50,51 Association was taken
into account by including the association volume (κAB) for the
ions as one of the parameters to be fit. The association energy
(εAB) was set to zero. This method has been used before by
Held et al.52 for modeling solutions containing methyldietha-
nolamine. At first, we also included the association volume
parameter for mTBDH+, but after an initial optimization it was
left out because the value became quite small and did not have
a noticeable effect on the accuracy.
The model also involved two different interaction
parameters: kij and lij. In some cases, a temperature dependent
kij was used, as defined in eq 4.
18
= + ·k k k Tij Tbase (4)
In eq 4, kbase and kT are parameters fit for a specific binary
pair and T is the temperature (K).
Table 2. Experimental Values of the Refractive Index for



















1.3853 0.0196 0.9804 0.00018 0.00040
1.3904 0.0278 0.9722 0.00020 0.00044
1.4289 0.1048 0.8952 0.00032 0.00070
1.4476 0.1535 0.8465 0.00035 0.00078
1.4164 0.0764 0.9236 0.00032 0.00070
1.4031 0.0504 0.9496 0.00005 0.00011
1.4266 0.0996 0.9004 0.00005 0.00012
1.4460 0.1492 0.8508 0.00006 0.00013
1.4631 0.1905 0.8095 0.00006 0.00014
aStandard uncertainty of the refractive index at 1000 mbar is 0.00034
(expanded uncertainty of 0.00078 at 95% level). The expanded
uncertainty of the temperature is 0.03 K. bCalculated based on the
standard uncertainty of the balance, which was 0.00085 g.
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The PC-SAFT parameters for water, acetic acid, and mTBD
were available in the literature.18,28,36 We did, however, make a
slight modification for water. To be able to accurately calculate
the density of water using PC-SAFT, the segment diameter (σ)
is usually defined to be a function of temperature. This
approach was introduced by Cameretti and Sadowski,53 and
we have used the same equation form as them. However, we
refit the constants of the equation to extend the temperature
range up to 473 K. This was done by solving for σ at each of 40
different temperatures between 273.16 and 473.15 K using
reference density values from the IAPWS95 equation of state.30
Then, the equation form given by Cameretti and Sadowski was
fit to the σ values. The resulting equation is given as eq 5
σ = + · − ·− · − ·3.8395 1.2828 e 1.3939 eT T( 0.0074944 ) ( 0.00056029 )
(5)
where T is the temperature (K). This equation is valid for
temperatures between 273.16 and 473.15 K. At temperatures
up to 373 K, the densities and vapor pressures calculated using
eq 5 are very similar to those calculated using the constants
reported from Cameretti and Sadowski. However, above 373
K, eq 5 provides more accurate results. Overall, the average
relative deviation of the PC-SAFT model when using eq 5 is
0.02% for density and 0.9% for vapor pressure.
We optimized the PC-SAFT parameters for mTBDH+, the
acetate ion, and binary interactions by using experimental VLE
and density data. The VLE data are given in Table 7. The
density data will be presented in a separate article about the
properties of this system. Both the VLE and density data are
also available in an Open Science Framework project
accompanying this article (https://osf.io/krx5z/) or in
Supporting Information. One important side note about the
data is how molar densities were calculated. Molar densities are










where ρ is the molar density (mol m−3), ρmass is the mass based
density (kg m−3), xi is the mole fraction of component i in the
mixture, and Mi is its molar mass. For electrolyte PC-SAFT,
the ions are considered to be separate components in the
solution (i.e., that they are dissociated), so when calculating
molar densities each ion appears separately in the denom-
inator. In contrast, elsewhere in the literature, the cation−
anion pair is often counted as a single species, at least for the
purpose of molar calculations.54 This difference affects the
total number of moles calculated for the system as well as the
molar density, and it should be noted when comparing molar
densities calculated by electrolyte PC-SAFT to those given
elsewhere.
Although parameters for the acetate ion were given earlier by
Held et al.,18 these parameters were only fit to data at 298.15
K. Therefore, we refit the parameters using the procedure
outlined by Held et al.18 in which they first fit parameters for
alkali cations and halide anions and then successively fit the
parameters for the remaining ions. This procedure also fit the
interaction parameters between the ions and water and
between the cations and anions. Literature data were used to
fit these parameters, as well as to fit the interaction parameter
between water and acetic acid, and files containing this
literature data can be found from the OSF project
accompanying this article (https://osf.io/prx48/).55−126 Opti-
mization was performed using the differential evolution solver
implemented in the SciPy package for Python.127,128 All the
PC-SAFT parameters used or fit in this study are given in
Table 3.
The pure component parameters for mTBDH+ and all
remaining interaction parameters were optimized using
experimental data we measured. First, the interaction
parameters between mTBD and water were optimized using
binary VLE and density data. Then, the remaining interaction
parameters and the parameters for mTBDH+ were optimized
using the rest of the VLE and density data. The VLE data used
for determining these PC-SAFT parameters is given in Table 7,
and both the VLE and density data can also be obtained from
the OSF project accompanying the article (https://osf.io/
prx48/).
Optimization was performed by minimizing the objective
function using the differential optimization solver implemented
in the Scipy package for Python.127,128 Both density and VLE
data were used in optimization, but the vapor pressure was not
directly calculated. Calculating the pressure for the VLE data
would require another internal solver loop, which slowed down
the overall optimization. Instead, the value from the function
used to solve for the VLE pressure was minimized directly, as
presented in eq 8. We tested and found that when the square
root of this value was multiplied by 100 the resulting value
closely matched the percent error of the vapor pressure. The
objective function is given in eqs 7 and 8
Table 3. PC-SAFT Parameters for the Compounds Used in This Studyb
component m Σ ε/k κAB εAB/k z reference
H2O 1.2047
a 353.95 0.0451 2425.67 0 129
mTBD 4.1308 3.6822 323.47 0 28
mTBDH+ 5.8352 3.3716 419.82 1
HAc 1.3403 3.8582 211.59 0.075550 3044.4 0 36
Ac− 1.4886 3.5345 294.53 0.018209 0 −1
Li+ 1 2.3964 379.12 1
Na+ 1 2.8935 167.14 1
K+ 1 1.7374 238.06 1
Cl− 1 2.9696 292.88 −1
Br− 1 3.0976 373.41 −1
I− 1 3.1723 363.24 −1
aA temperature dependent σ was used for water (given by eq 5). bSec m is the segment number, σ is the segment diameter (Å), ε/k is the
dispersion energy divided by the Boltzmann constant (K), κAB is the association volume, εAB/k is the association energy divided by the Boltzmann
constant (K), z is the charge of the component, and Ac− is the acetate ion.
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where ρcalc is the molar density calculated with PC-SAFT (mol
m−3); ρexp is the experimental molar density (mol m
−3); V is
the volume of the cell in the static total pressure apparatus
(m3); β is the overall fraction of the mixture in the vapor phase
in terms of moles; n is the total number of moles in the cell; ρv
is the density of the vapor phase (mol m−3); ρl is the density of
the liquid phase (mol m−3); j is the index for the molecular
species; i is the index for all components (including the ions);
n is the index for each data point; x is the mole fraction of each
component in the liquid phase (l), vapor phase (v), or whole
cell (tot); and Φ is the fugacity coefficient of each component
in the liquid or vapor phase. Most of the VLE data was PTz
data, where only the total composition was known. For the
bubble point VLE data, only the middle term in eq 8 was used.
The interaction parameters optimized in this study are
presented in Table 4.
Also note that with ePC-SAFT, and with almost any other
model, ionic components are considered nonvolatile.18,34 This
means that the models do not allow the ionic components to
be present in the vapor phase. This simplification is generally
accepted, even though some ionic compounds do appear in the
vapor phase, because the concentration of ions is quite small,
as has been shown for NaCl.130 We also confirmed the validity
of this assumption experimentally by measuring the vapor
phase composition for a couple points in the circulation still
apparatus (see Section 4.2).
3.2. Modeling Using NRTL. An NRTL model was
developed to model the mTBD acetate + water system. To
be able to describe the behavior, an additional component was
included that corresponded to a hypothetical complex formed
between the ionic liquid and acetic acid. This additional IL
component was specified as containing 3 molecules of acetic
acid and 2 of mTBD. This ratio was chosen, instead of 1
molecule of acid and 1 of mTBD, because protic ionic liquids
have been shown to have a minimum in the pressure at
composition with more than 1 acid molecule for each base
molecule.9,11 This method was used earlier by Ahmad et al.11
Water, acetic acid, and mTBD were also included as
components in the model. The amount of the 3:2 IL
component in the system was calculated using the simple
assumption that the mTBD and acetic acid reacted to
completion, so free mTBD and acetic acid were not present
at the same time. For the vapor phase, the ideal gas law was
used.
In the NRTL model, the binary parameters τij and τji and the
nonrandomness factor α must be specified for each pair of
components.15 Note that the τ parameters are nonsymmetric,
so τij is usually not equal to τji. α was kept at 0.3 for all pairs. τij
and τji are temperature dependent parameters, and we used a
simple two parameter equation for this temperature depend-







In eq 9, T is the temperature (K) and τbase and τT are
parameters specific to each binary pair. The Python code we
wrote for implementing the NRTL model can be found on
GitHub (https://github.com/zmeri/NRTL).
Table 4. PC-SAFT Interaction Parameters Optimized and Used in This Studya
type of parameter i J value type of parameter i j value
kij Li
+ Ac− −0.878 kij (kT) H2O mTBDH+ −9.497 × 10−3
kij Li
+ Cl− 0.765 lij H2O mTBDH
+ 0.609
kij Li
+ Br− 0.667 kij H2O Li
+ −0.213
kij Li
+ I− 0.517 kij (kbase) H2O Na
+ 1.0128
kij Na
+ Ac− 0.014 kij (kT) H2O Na
+ −2.5333 × 10−3
kij Na
+ Cl− −0.280 kij (kbase) H2O K+ 1.7625
kij Na
+ Br− 0.186 kij (kT) H2O K
+ −3.1543 × 10−3
kij Na
+ I− 0.713 kij H2O Cl
− −0.463
kij K
+ Ac− 0.756 kij H2O Br
− −0.238
kij K
+ Cl− −0.259 kij H2O I− −0.103
kij K
+ Br− −0.161 kij mTBD mTBDH+ 0.277
kij K
+ I− 0.499 kij mTBD HAc −1.588
kij H2O HAc −0.127 kij mTBD Ac− −0.141
kij H2O Ac
− 0.007 kij mTBDH
+ HAc 0.322
kij (kbase) H2O mTBD −6.3649 kij (kbase) mTBDH+ Ac− −0.405
kij (kT) H2O mTBD 3.0774 × 10−4 kij (kT) mTBDH+ Ac− 3.4323 × 10−4
lij H2O mTBD 0.48316 lij mTBDH
+ Ac− 0.076
kij (kbase) H2O mTBDH
+ −5.420 kij HAc Ac− 0.076
kij (kT) H2O mTBD 3.0774 × 10−4 kij HAc Ac− −1.497
aAc− is the acetate ion.
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τij and τji for the acetic acid + water pair were fit to literature
data.97−99,101−126 τij and τji for mTBD and water were fit to
binary VLE data we measured, as were τij and τji for acetic acid
and the 3:2 IL component. Because mTBD and acetic acid are
never present at the same time when using the reaction scheme
we used, the parameters for this pair were kept at 0.
Additionally, no interaction parameter was used between the
mTBD and IL because no binary data was available and
because including the parameter led to jumps in the pressure at
some compositions. For the acetic acid + IL pair, τij and τji
were specified to be independent of temperature (τT was set to
0). The parameters for the IL + water pair were optimized
using the remaining VLE data. For optimizing the NRTL
parameters, we used the differential evolution solver that is
included in the Scipy package for Python.127,128 The
parameters we obtained are given in Tables 5 and 6.
To calculate vapor liquid equilibria using the NRTL model,
the vapor pressures of the pure components must also be
given. For water, the IAPWS95 equation of state was used,
which is implemented in the CoolProp library.30,131 For acetic
acid, the DIPPR correlation was used (see the dippr_acid
function in our Python code at https://github.com/zmeri/
NRTL). For mTBD, the PC-SAFT equation of state was used
(code available at https://github.com/zmeri/PC-SAFT), and
the parameters were taken from our earlier article (see also
Table 3).28 For the 3:2 IL component, we fit the Antoine
equation to experimental vapor pressure data for the IL at this
composition (experimental data available at https://osf.io/
cbe3j/ or in Supporting Information). The Antoine equation is








where P is the vapor pressure (Pa) and T is the temperature
(K).
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Effect of Temperature and Composition on
Pressure. VLE data were measured for 28 different
compositions at temperatures between 303 and 353 K using
a static total pressure apparatus. These data are given in Table
7 and has also been placed in a scientific repository (Open
Science Framework). Additional information about the data,
including the uncertainties of the compositions, can be found
in the data file at the Open Science Framework (https://osf.
io/cbe3j/) or in the Supporting Information.
To model the VLE data, we compared two different models:
the electrolyte PC-SAFT (ePC-SAFT) equation of state and
the non-random two liquid (NRTL) activity coefficient
model.15,18,34 Details about the way we implemented these
models are in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The ePC-SAFT model had
a root mean squared relative error of 16%, and for the NRTL
model, it was 24%. The relative deviation for each data point is
shown in Figure 1.
The models can be used to show how the vapor pressure of
the system changes depending on the temperature and liquid
composition (Figure 2) and can also highlight some of the
interesting behavior of this system. When plotted in terms of
mole fraction, it can be seen that the system exhibits a negative
deviation from Raoult’s law, which has been observed before
for other aqueous systems with similar ionic liquids.9,11 When
viewed in terms of mole fraction, it would appear that the
vapor pressure decreases rapidly as more mTBD acetate is
added. However, when viewed in terms of mass fraction the
largest decreases in the vapor pressure only really occur when
mTBD acetate makes up more than 50 wt % of the solution.
It is also helpful to look at simpler systems, such as binary
systems, to verify that the models give correct behavior when
some of the components are not present. For the mTBD +
water system, the vapor pressure is shown in Figure 3. The
acetic acid + mTBD system is shown in Figure 4, and a couple
isotherms for the acetic acid + water system are given in Figure
5. As seen in Figure 4, there are large differences between the
ePC-SAFT and NRTL model for the acetic acid + mTBD
system at low pressures. Protic ILs exhibit a reactive azeotrope,
which makes the behavior for these binary systems complex
and more difficult to model.9−11 Additionally, the pressure of
the system is generally too low to be measured by most
experimental vapor pressure techniques, which accounts for
the smaller number of data points in this corner of the
composition range. Also, most low pressure vapor pressure
techniques rely on measuring mass loss, but for mixtures such
as these, this also results in a composition change, and the
measurements must be done in a way that allows this to be
taken into account. The differences between the models in this
region are discussed further in Section 4.3.
The models also allow us to visualize how the pressure
changes as the amount of mTBD and acetic acid varies. This is
possible because we performed measurements with an excess
of acid or base and included mTBD and acetic acid as
components in the ePC-SAFT and NRTL models. The results
at 350 K are shown in Figure 6. Note that in Figure 6,
compositions with lots of mTBD and little water have
pressures close to 0 mbar. In general, the pressure is lowest
in the range where the concentration of mTBD is the highest,
which is reasonable because mTBD has a much lower vapor
pressure than water or acetic acid.
For mixtures with the same water content, the lowest
pressure generally occurs when there is about the same amount
of mTBD and acetic acid, although at high water contents, the
minimum occurs where only mTBD and water are present. At
the 1:1 composition (xacid of 0.5), almost all of the acid and








J Water 0 20.656 −1.21966 27.9998
acetic acid 0.55677 0 0 13.574
mTBD 0.352130 0 0 0
3:2 IL
component
−3.35329 −6.8420 0 0








J Water 0 5967.62 978.478 −4226.30
acetic acid −51.6547 0 0 0
mTBD −857.380 0 0 0
3:2 IL
component
−863.692 0 0 0
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Table 7. Experimental VLE Data for the System Containing Acetic Acid, mTBD, and Watera
acetic acid mTBD water Temp. (K)c pressure (mbar)d acetic acid mTBD water Temp. (K)c pressure (mbar)d
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 302.79 41 0 0.2815 0.7185 302.81 20
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 331.57 185 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 312.62 42
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 312.33 74 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 322.15 70
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 321.95 117 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 331.75 114
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 341.13 281 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 341.42 178
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 350.75 420 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 302.86 25
0.0147 0.0151 0.9702 302.76 45 0.0991 0.1126 0.7883 351.09 261
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 312.41 17 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 302.78 29
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 321.94 30 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 312.46 44
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 302.80 10 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 322.06 67
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 331.73 50 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 331.56 103
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 341.02 78 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 341.31 156
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 350.99 124 0.4825 0.1257 0.3918 350.98 231
0.1911 0.1969 0.612 302.81 10 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 312.37 14
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 312.62 65 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 321.93 23
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 322.15 107 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 331.52 37
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 331.75 172 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 302.75 9
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 341.42 267 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 341.01 58
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 302.86 38 0.084 0.5109 0.4051 350.69 87
0.2004 0.0224 0.7772 351.09 404 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 302.79 2
0 0.2053 0.7947 302.72 24 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 331.57 8
0 0.2053 0.7947 312.26 42 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 312.33 2
0 0.2053 0.7947 321.71 68 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 321.95 5
0 0.2053 0.7947 331.12 100 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 341.13 13
0 0.2053 0.7947 340.73 147 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 350.75 22
0 0.2053 0.7947 350.44 223 0.3636 0.3537 0.2826 302.76 2
0 0.2053 0.7947 302.69 23 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 312.27 55
0 0.138 0.862 312.36 52 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 321.73 89
0 0.138 0.862 321.98 89 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 302.78 34
0 0.138 0.862 331.45 141 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 331.42 142
0 0.138 0.862 341.05 221 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 341.09 220
0 0.138 0.862 302.72 30 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 350.85 332
0 0.138 0.862 350.74 341 0.0758 0.0754 0.8488 302.94 34
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 302.79 14 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 321.71 41
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 331.57 72 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 331.34 71
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 312.33 26 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 302.78 16
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 321.95 44 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 312.35 27
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 341.13 114 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 341.11 114
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 350.75 177 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 350.67 175
0.155 0.1552 0.6898 302.76 15 0.2188 0.1599 0.6213 302.77 16
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 312.27 7 0.1626 0 0.8374 312.41 65
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 321.73 11 0.1626 0 0.8374 321.94 102
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 302.78 4 0.1626 0 0.8374 302.80 40
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 331.42 17 0.1626 0 0.8374 331.73 163
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 341.09 27 0.1626 0 0.8374 341.02 250
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 350.85 43 0.1626 0 0.8374 350.99 396
0.2967 0.293 0.4103 302.94 4 0.1626 0 0.8374 302.81 46
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 312.41 19 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 312.62 41
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 321.94 32 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 322.15 68
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 302.80 16 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 331.75 109
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 331.73 51 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 341.42 169
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 341.02 77 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 302.86 24
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 350.99 115 0.0613 0.1574 0.7813 351.09 255
0.1568 0.3017 0.5415 302.81 15 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 302.78 8
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 312.62 45 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 312.46 12
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 322.15 74 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 322.06 19
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 331.75 119 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 331.56 29
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 341.42 188 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 341.31 44
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 302.86 26 0.3306 0.2648 0.4047 350.98 67
0.1032 0.1035 0.7933 351.09 287 0 0.7817 0.2183 312.36 6
0.7019 0 0.2981 302.78 40 0 0.7817 0.2183 321.98 11
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base have reacted to form the IL. Because the IL has a lower
vapor pressure than even mTBD, this would explain why a
minimum occurs at a 1:1 ratio.
For the most part, this behavior is supported by the
experimental data. The experimental points could not be
reliably compared visually in Figure 6 because that would
require the reader to match lines and dots based on the color
shade (a difficult task). Instead, we separately compared the
data and model results. The experimental points with an excess
of acid always had a higher pressure than comparable points
with a 1:1 ratio of acid and base. This was also generally true
for the base, and thus, the 1:1 composition generally did
exhibit a minimum in the pressure, as described by the ePC-
SAFT model. However, at compositions with a large mole
fraction of water (more than approximately 0.7), the minimum
pressure seems to occur when no acid is present, only mTBD
and water. This is correctly shown by the ePC-SAFT in Figure
6, but the problem is the local maximum the model gives
between an xacid of 0 and 0.5. This is not supported by the
experimental data, even at lower water contents. The
experimentally measured pressures in this range fell somewhere
between those of the 1:1 composition and the mTBD + water
binary.
The NRTL model has more difficulty fitting the data where
xacid is about 0.5. It often showed the minimum pressure at a
composition with an excess of acid, which largely is due to the
fact that the IL component was specified as having that
composition. At high water contents, however, the NRTL
model even gave a local maximum at an xacid of 0.6. This is not
seen in the data and supports the conclusion that the NRTL
model had difficulty describing the data in this region.
4.2. Vapor Composition. One of the key uses of VLE data
is for designing separation systems, so it is important to know
the compositions of the two phases when vaporization occurs.
Table 7. continued
acetic acid mTBD water Temp. (K)c pressure (mbar)d acetic acid mTBD water Temp. (K)c pressure (mbar)d
0.7019 0 0.2981 312.46 65 0 0.7817 0.2183 331.45 20
0.7019 0 0.2981 322.06 104 0 0.7817 0.2183 341.05 34
0.7019 0 0.2981 331.56 161 0 0.7817 0.2183 302.72 3
0.7019 0 0.2981 341.31 246 0 0.7817 0.2183 350.74 54
0.7019 0 0.2981 350.98 364 0 0.7006 0.2994 312.35 20
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 312.37 5 0 0.7006 0.2994 321.94 28
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 321.93 9 0 0.7006 0.2994 331.50 43
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 331.52 16 0 0.7006 0.2994 341.09 67
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 302.75 3 0 0.7006 0.2994 302.72 16
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 341.01 27 0 0.7006 0.2994 350.73 95
0.2751 0.301 0.4239 350.69 44 0 0.7006 0.2994 312.37 21
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 302.79 5 0.893 0.107 0 294.97 9
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 331.57 26 0.893 0.107 0 304.54 15
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 312.33 9 0.893 0.107 0 311.89 22
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 321.95 15 0.893 0.107 0 320.20 34
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 341.13 43 0.893 0.107 0 330.39 56
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 350.75 69 0.893 0.107 0 341.88 94
0.254 0.2556 0.4904 302.76 5 0.893 0.107 0 351.26 139
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 312.27 14 0.893 0.107 0 312.35 23
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 321.73 25 0.86 0.14 0 294.97 8
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 302.78 10 0.86 0.14 0 304.54 12
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 331.42 44 0.86 0.14 0 311.89 17
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 341.09 71 0.86 0.14 0 320.20 25
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 350.85 111 0.86 0.14 0 330.39 40
0.2094 0.2094 0.5811 302.94 10 0.86 0.14 0 341.88 66
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 321.71 71 0.86 0.14 0 351.26 97
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 331.34 117 0.86 0.14 0 312.35 17
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 302.78 27 0.8142 0.1858 0 311.89 3
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 312.35 44 0.8142 0.1858 0 320.20 6
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 341.11 183 0.8142 0.1858 0 330.39 10
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 350.67 276 0.8142 0.1858 0 341.88 17
0.29 0.1064 0.6037 302.77 27 0.8142 0.1858 0 351.26 27
0 0.2815 0.7185 312.41 42 0.8142 0.1858 0 312.35 3
0 0.2815 0.7185 321.94 65 0.9954 0.0046 0 379.15 706b
0 0.2815 0.7185 302.80 25 0.9851 0.0149 0 379.04 690b
0 0.2815 0.7185 331.73 90 0.9567 0.0433 0 379.07 624b
0 0.2815 0.7185 341.02 133 0.9183 0.0817 0 378.87 504b
0 0.2815 0.7185 350.99 184
aCompositions are given in mole fractions. Note that the compositions are the total composition in the cell (i.e. PTz data). bMeasured using the
circulation still. All others were measured using the static total pressure apparatus. cExpanded uncertainty of the temperature was estimated to be
0.03 K for the static total pressure apparatus and 0.12 K for the circulation still. dFor the static total pressure apparatus, the standard uncertainty of
the pressure was estimated to be 2.3 mbar (expanded uncertainty of 5.6 mbar at the 95% level). For these measurements with the circulation still
the expanded uncertainty was estimated to be 20 mbar.
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With the static total pressure apparatus, the vapor composition
was not measured, but it can be calculated using the VLE
models. To check whether the models accurately calculated the
vapor composition, we performed some experiments with a
circulation still (see Section 2.4). The experimental data is
given in Table 8, and the uncertainties of the concentrations
can be found from the data file on the OSF page for this
project (https://osf.io/cbe3j/) or in the Supporting Informa-
tion.
One interesting result from this experiment was that there is
approximately the same amount of acid and base in the vapor
phase (molar acid to base ratio of 1 or more). It has been
shown that with protic ionic liquids the ions will often vaporize
disproportionately, leading to an azeotrope with a composition
Figure 1. Relative deviation of the ePC-SAFT and NRTL models from the experimental VLE pressure data.
Figure 2. Vapor pressure for the aqueous mTBD acetate system when there is a 1:1 ratio of the acid and base. Left: in terms of mole fraction and
right: in terms of mass fraction.
Figure 3. Vapor pressure for mixtures of mTBD and water, with no acetic acid present. Left: in terms of mole fraction and right: in terms of mass
fraction.
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that is no longer equimolar.9−12 Indeed, this is the behavior we
observed for the system with only mTBD and acetic acid,
which is shown in the last two rows of Table 8. The vapor
phase contained almost exclusively one component. Hence, for
the aqueous mixtures, we were expecting to see more mTBD in
the vapor phase than acetic acid. However, our data in Table 8
indicate that in an aqueous solution the vaporization behavior
is different and more acid transfers to the vapor phase than
would be expected.
Also, hydrolysis occurred in these experiments. mTBD can
hydrolyze to form two different products: 1-[3-(methylamino)-
propyl]tetrahydro-2(1H)-pyr imidinone and 1-(3-
aminopropyl)tetrahydro-3-methyl-2(1H)-pyrimidinone. No
hydrolysis products were detected in the earlier measurements
with the static total pressure apparatus, but with the
circulation, still hydrolysis did start to occur. We suspect this
is due to the higher temperatures used with this setup. Even
though the condensation temperatures were similar to
temperatures in the static apparatus, the temperature in the
reboiler was likely higher.
With this experimental data, we could assess the accuracy of
the vapor compositions calculated using the ePC-SAFT and
NRTL models. Tables 9 and 10 give values from the ePC-
SAFT and NRTL models that can be compared with the
experimental results. The models did accurately calculate that
the vapor is almost 100% water, but the relative errors for
mTBD and acetic acid were quite large. With ePC-SAFT, the
values for mTBD were several orders of magnitude smaller
than the experimental data, and the ratio of acid to base in the
vapor phase was not even close to the 1:1 ratio observed
experimentally. With the NRTL model, the reverse was
observed: the values for the acetic acid content were extremely
small. The deviations from experimental data are much larger
than the uncertainty of the experimental methods, so most
likely the deviations are due to the models. To better
understand these errors and the performance of the models,
we compared several different modeling strategies.
4.3. Comparison of Modeling Strategies. There are
differences in how the ePC-SAFT and NRTL models behave,
as shown in Figure 6. One interesting region is at compositions
where there is a mole fraction of about 0.5 acetic acid (on a dry
basis). This is where the experimental data usually show a
minimum in the pressure. As seen in Figures 6 and 7, the ePC-
SAFT model is able to represent this dip in the pressure where
xacid is 0.5. The NRTL model, on the other hand, has difficulty
in this region.
There are also large differences between the two models at
lower water concentrations, as shown in Figures 7 and 4. This
seems related to the fact that the ePC-SAFT model gives the
Figure 4. Comparison of different models for the VLE of the mTBD + acetic acid system at 351.2 K.
Figure 5. VLE for the acetic acid + water system at selected
t e m p e r a t u r e s . L i t e r a t u r e d a t a f r o m
refs.101,108,111,113,115,117,118,120,122,125,126
Figure 6. Vapor pressure of the aqueous mTBD acetate system as a
function of composition. Temperature set at 350 K.
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wrong behavior for the binary system containing only acetic
acid and mTBD. When comparing the results, the ePC-SAFT
model gives a minimum, where xacid equals 0.39 for the binary
system. This is wrong because, as earlier studies have shown,
for these types of protic ionic liquids, the minimum
(azeotrope) occurs at compositions where there is more acid
than base.9−11 This was the reason that the IL component in
the NRTL model was defined to have a composition with
more acid, and including this separate component essentially
keeps the minimum for the acid + base binary at a reasonable
composition.
Using the 3:2 IL component in the NRTL model also led to
the differences observed in vapor composition. As mentioned,
for aqueous solutions with approximately the same amount of
acid and base (xacid of 0.5), the ePC-SAFT model predicted
almost no mTBD in the vapor phase and the NRTL model
predicted almost no acetic acid. Because the IL component in
the NRTL model was set to have a composition of 3 acid
molecules and 2 base molecules (xacid of 0.6), for mixtures,
where xacid was 0.5 the model gave an excess of base in the
mixture. The vapor pressure of the 3:2 IL component was
much lower than that of mTBD, and no acetic acid was present
(due to the simple reaction scheme used), and this led to the
extremely low acid content in the vapor phase for aqueous
mixtures. In contrast, the reaction equation used with the ePC-
SAFT model allowed for some unreacted acetic acid, and
because acetic acid has a much higher vapor pressure than
mTBD or the ions, it was the main compound that appeared in
the vapor phase (besides water).
We also tested different optimization procedures to see if it
would be possible to find a set of parameters that would give
better results for the vapor composition. For instance, we tried
including the data from the circulation still and reoptimizing,
but large errors in the vapor composition still persisted. We
also found that including vapor composition data in the
optimization affected both the NRTL and ePC-SAFT models,
leading to poorer prediction of the vapor pressure. We also
tried optimizing by adding a large weight to the error of the
vapor composition. The model then provided reasonable
values for the composition of the vapor, but the pressures
Table 8. Experimental Data for the Vapor Composition for One Mixture of the Ionic Liquid and Waterb
liquid composition (wt %) vapor composition (wt %)
T (K) P (mbar) water mTBD acetic acid hydro-lyzed mTBD water mTBD acetic acid acid to base ratio (vapor)
338.02 239 78.3 14.7 5.7 1.3 99.899 0.072 0.029 1.0
347.62 362 78.2 15.7 5.4 0.8 99.968 0.021 0.011 1.4
361.60 633 77.5 15.6 5.6 1.3 99.969 0.021 0.010 1.3
379.07 624 0 10.4 89.7 0 0 0a 100.0
378.87 504 0 18.5 81.5 0 0 0a 100.0
aAmount was below the limit of detection of the refractometer, which was 0.037 wt %. bExpanded uncertainty of the temperature: 0.12 K;
expanded uncertainty of the vapor pressure: 3.8 mbar.
Table 9. Vapor Compositions Predicted Using the ePC-SAFT Model
experimental ePC-SAFT
Vapor composition (wt %) vapor composition (wt %)
ratio of calculated to
experimental
T (K) P (mbar) water mTBD acetic acid P (mbar) water mTBD acetic acid mTBD acetic acid
338.02 239 99.899 0.072 0.029 239 99.918 0.00001 0.082 0.0002 3
347.62 362 99.968 0.021 0.011 364 99.941 0.00005 0.059 0.0025 5
361.60 633 99.969 0.021 0.010 637 99.859 0.00010 0.141 0.0047 14
Table 10. Vapor Compositions Predicted Using the NRTL Model
experimental NRTL
vapor composition (wt %) vapor composition (wt %)
ratio of calculated to
experimental
T (K) P (mbar) water mTBD acetic acid P (mbar) water mTBD acetic acid mTBD acetic acid
338.02 239 99.899 0.072 0.029 248 100.000 0.0004 2 × 10−17 0.01 5.4 × 10−16
347.62 362 99.968 0.021 0.011 375 99.999 0.001 1 × 10−16 0.04 8.8 × 10−15
361.60 633 99.969 0.021 0.010 657 99.999 0.001 1 × 10−15 0.07 1.1 × 10−13
Figure 7. Comparison of the relative deviation between the ePC-
SAFT and NRTL models at 351 K.
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calculated were much lower than they should have been. This
indicates that the models, as currently formulated, cannot
accurately describe the vapor composition of the aqueous IL
mixtures without being contorted in a way that damages the
models’ overall performance.
Because the structure of the model affects its performance,
we also tested a few other modeling strategies, and a summary
of the comparison is given in Table 11. We attempted using a
simpler NRTL model that only had water, acetic acid, and
mTBD as components (no IL component). However, this
model could not accurately represent the drop in pressure
around xacid compositions of about 0.5, and it gave poor results.
It seems that because the system is complicated, involving
reactions and association interactions, a model with more
components, or at least more parameters, is needed.
We also tried an NRTL model that included the interaction
parameters between mTBD and the IL component. This added
two more parameters to the model and did allow the model to
provide a slightly better fit: the root mean squared error was
23%, instead of 24% for the main model presented here that
did not include those interaction parameters. However, these
additional interaction parameters also led to sharp jumps in the
pressure at xacid compositions close to 0.6.
We tested some more complex ePC-SAFT models as well
because mTBD also reacts with water. Including this reaction,
and the resulting hydroxide ion, did not improve the model.
Using an additional compound adds many additional
parameters, and this increased complexity resulted in over-
fitting. We calculated densities and vapor pressures across the
full range of compositions, and although near data points, the
model gave reasonable values, and in areas between data
points, large jumps in the pressure and density were observed.
In summary, including the hydroxide ion made the model
unreliable because it was too complex.
It was also possible to get good results when defining a
separate IL component in the PC-SAFT model, as was done
with the NRTL model, that is, instead of using electrolyte PC-
SAFT, the IL was defined as a molecular species and the
electrolyte term was not included. Similar jumps in the




Based on the experimental VLE data, we observed that the
vapor pressure of the aqueous IL system decreases as the
amount of mTBD increases. This is logical because mTBD has
a lower vapor pressure than acetic acid or water. The minimum
pressure, for a given water content, generally occurs where
there is an equimolar amount of acid and base. At that point,
most of the acid and base have reacted to form the ionic liquid,
which has a very low vapor pressure. Although previous studies
have shown that protic ionic liquids have a minimum in
pressure at more acidic compositions when no water is present,
based on data from this article, it seems that for aqueous
mixtures, the minimum pressure occurs at an equimolar ratio
of acid and base.
The VLE behavior is complex, and modeling it is
challenging. It was possible to model the VLE pressures across
the full range of acid and base concentrations using both the
ePC-SAFT and NRTL models. With the NRTL model, we
needed to define a separate IL component to be able to
describe the VLE pressures accurately. However, it was not
possible for the models to accurately predict the vapor
composition in the system. Either the acid or base composition
was several orders of magnitude smaller than expected. There
were also some areas where the two models diverged, which
highlights some of the differences in the models and in what
components and parameter sets were used with the models.
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Table 11. Comparison of Different Strategies for Modeling
the VLE of Aqueous Ionic Liquid Systems
NRTL (no IL component) ePC-SAFT
•few fitted parameters
(we used 8)
•gives accurate values for VLE pressure
•no need to specify extra
IL component
•more physically correct (uses ions instead of
molecular IL component)
•could not describe VLE
behavior well
•can also calculate densities
•more fitted parameters than NRTL (we used
17)
•more complicated structure than NRTL
NRTL ePC-SAFT (with OH−)
•fewer parameters than ePC-SAFT
(we used 8)
•more similar to actual system
because mTBD reacts with water
•no need to solve for roots •more parameters needed, which can
cause overfitting
•gives accurate values for VLE
pressure
•increased complexity led to
unreliable results in many regions
•must specify reasonable IL
component
•fixed IL component stoichiometry
makes model less flexible
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